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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is preliminary/final review of a proposal to install a painted mural on the exterior
elevation of the existing structure located at884-892 Linden Avenue. The mural would
be painted by John V/ullbrandt, a local internationally known muralist. The mural would
be painted along the Wullbrandt Way elevation of the building. The mural would
measure l6 feet high by 25 feetwide and would be painted directly on the stucco of the
façade. A rendering of the mural and the Wullbrandt Way elevation has been included as
Exhibit A and B.

The mural is sponsored by Carpinteria Beautiful, a local volunteer group which is
dedicated to improving the cleanliness and appearance of Carpinteria. Carpinteria
Beautiful has proposed the location of the mural at the site for two primary reasons. First,
the site is adjacent to Wullbrandt Way named in honor of the muralist's father, Mayor
Ernest Wullbrandt. Second, the site is the historic location of the first branch library in
California, now 101 years old.

The mural depicts the image of a postcard like beach scene, with the popular phrase
"World's Safest Beach" placed upon a beach scene including the harbor seal rookery, salt
marsh and beach birds and a passing pair of dolphins. The scene is painted using natural
muted colors to mimic the natural colors of the Carpinteria beach and foothills. The
building will remain painted in the two tone peach/beige color, as shown in the
photographs of the site. No structural alterations to the building are proposed at this time.

The sign would be painted with professional artist's acrylic mural paint. A protective
varnish clear coat would be installed over the painted surface. The sign would be
maintained into the future by the artist and Carpinteria Beautiful.

The applicants mural proposal and mural installation description is attached as Exhibit C.
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Figure 1 - Rendering of proposed mural.
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Figure 2 - Rendering of Wullbrandt Way elevation.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

Mun rcrpal Coon RoeurnnnneNrs:
The property is zoned Commerciql Business (CB). The purpose of the CB district is to
address the special needs of the city's central business district or commercial core, as
designated on the city's fficial zoning mqps. Because of the nature of existing
commercial development in this qrea and the nonstqndard configuration of existing lots,
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special landscaping and parking requirements are needed. The intent of this district is to
provide flexibility and reasonable minimum requirements which reflect the special
chqracteristics of the area.

The City does not have guidelines or requirements related to painted murals or artist
renderings located on the exteriors of buildings. The mural does not consist of any
commercial text or advertising and therefore the mural is not defined as a sign. The City's
sign guidelines do not specifically relate to the mural, as proposed, therefore the City has
reviewed the project more generally as an architectural detail rather than an advertising
sign. The mural would create a highlight element along the Wullbrandt Way elevation,
visible from Linden Avenue.

GnxnRnl Pr,lN/Loc¡, Consrnr, PRocR¡nn NprcnnonuooD pol,rcy

Subarea 2a: The Downtown District

The Downtown Core - or Downtown "7" -includes the portions of Linden Avenue and
Carpinteria Avenue as designated on the Town Map, and the lots thatfront on to them.
The Downtown Core is planned to be the center of civic and commerciat tife in the town,
a place where residents and visitors alike can be together crs e commt¿nity, pursuing a
wide range of activities.

The General Plan Subarea 2a Guidelines and the Municipal Codes referenced above
generally refer to the appearance and pu{pose of the Central Business zone and districts
in relation to the communities desire for attractive and appropriately designed
architectural elements. Under the general provisions, listed above, staff finds that the
mural is consistent with the intent of the Subarea 2a Guidelines of the General Plan. The
guidelines also encourage pedestrian friendly signage and streetscapes. The proposed
mural includes elements related to the beach and tourist elements of our community and
therefore achieves this objective of the Downtown District.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the ARB recommend approval of the project to the Community
Development Director.

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:

Mural Rendering
Building Elevation and Photographs
Mural Proposal and Installation Description
Architectural Elevations
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Mural Rendering
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Attachment B
Building Elevation and Photographs
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Attachment C
Mural Proposal and Installation Description
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CARPI NTERI,A B EAUTIFUT'S
,,APPLICATION FOR SIGN APPROVAL"

FOR A MURAL TITLED'WORLD'S SAFEST BEACH"

Carpinteria Beautiful respectfrrtly requests approval from the City of

Carpinteria to permit fohn Wullbrandt to paint a L6' x25' full color
mural, titled 'nVl/orld's Safest Beach", on the wall fronting on

Wullbrandt Way of the building located at 884-892 Linden Avenue.

Carpinteria Beautiful is an all volunteer grass roots
organization dedicated to improving the cleanliness and appearance
of Carpinteria. Our mission is to keep our city "Clean, Green &
Beautiful". In partial furtherance of this goal, we have placed tile
murals near the seal fountain and at the corner of Linden and 8ù
Street and four years ago installed Whiurey Abbott s mural on the
Kilovac building at 550 Linden Avenue.

fohn Wullbrandt is an internationally known muralist and fine
art painter who has painted large murals on buildings in California
and Hawaii and on the interior walls of some of the world's finest
hotels and resorts, particularly on Lana'i, Hawaii. His paintings
appear in many fine art galleries, including several here in
Carpinteria his home town.

The proposed mural will celebrate Carpinteria's long time
historic use of the 'World's Safest Beach" slogan that we are lsrown
for throughout the world. We are proposing that the mural be
painted on a wall of this historic building which was the site of the



first branch library in California and which celebrates it's 101st

anniversary this month. This north facing wall fronts on Wullbrandt

Walf named in honor of lohn's father, former Mayor Ernest

Wullbrandt, and the orientation of the mural will reflectthe beach

area that it will dePict

Among the other attachments to this Application are photos of
the front, side and back of the building a photo of |ohn's 2" scale (2"

= 1') rendering of the mural, and a photo of the portion of the wall
(the corner of the wall nearest Linden) where the mural will be

painted with a rendering of the mural superimposed on the photo

to illustrate exactly where it will be placed. Please note that the
colors in the two photos of the rendering of the mural are somewhat

muted.

It is anticipated that work on the mural will take
approximately one month (more details provided below) and that it
will commence sometime in the second half of the first quarter of
20t2.

It is important to point out that fohn is donating his
professional sen¡ices and his mural to Carpinteria Beautiful and the
City of Carpinteria. Carpinteria Beautiful's only costs will be to
reimburse fohn for his out-of-pocket expenses for paint and other
materials, rented equipment (if any), and the like; and for permit
fees, insurance, etc.

Iohn Wullbrandt will retain ownership of the copyright to the
image itself (i.e., not the mural but the image represented by his
creation).



Carpinteria Beautiful and John will iointly be responsible for

maintaining the mural in order to ensure that it continues to look its

best in the years ahead.

The process and timing for painting the mural will be as

follows:
1. Carefully examine the surface of the wall, scrape off

loose paint, and sweep clean the sidewalk
2. Pressure wash the area of the wall where the mural

will be painted, at a time when the businesses on that side of the

building are not open for business.

3. Patch the stucco where needed.

4. Gesso the surface, but only if after steps 1-3 above have

been completed it is determined that this is necessary.

5. Draw the image in its entirety [i.e., full scale) on

the wall.
6. Paint the mural wittr professional artists' acrylic mural

paint For approximately one week,lohn will use movable
scaffolding (on wheels wittr locks) to paint the top portion of the
mural. He will then be done with the scaffolding and will paint the
remainder of the mural using a ladder or by standing on the
sidewalk (this should take, depending on the weather,
approximately three additional weeks).

7. Apply a protective varnish to the painted surf,ace.

We are awlrre (and are in contact with Dylan Paul in Public
Works) that we will need to take out an Encroachment Permit prior
to commencing work on the mural. An{ Carpinteria Beautiful will



ensure that the requisite liability insurance is in place before any
work is begun.

Finally, two things regarding existing signage and Gloria
Tejeda's (the owner of Senor Frogs Restaurant) need and desire to
install a new sign.

1'. currentl¡ there is a senor Frogs sign on the west end
of the north wall (where the mural will be painted) near Linden fsee
photos), and both Gloria and Carpinteria Beautiful want it to remain
there (Carpinteria Beautiful because the mural was designe d/laid
out with the expectation that this sign would remain). However,
Gloria is concerned, and we agree, that the attention of viewers that
now naturally gravitates to her sigri will, once the mural is tlere,
quite likely be focused on the mural. Consequentl¡ she will be filing
a sign Application to get approval to place a sign on the front pillar
near the entrance to senor Frogs, which, like multiple other
businesses signs up and down Linden, will hang out from the pillar
and be visible to pedestrians and drivers going both directions on
Linden.

2. Presentl¡ there is a Handicapped parking sign on the
wall in front of its associated parking place. we request that this
sigri be removed, and, if necessary relocated, since otherwise it will
find itself immersed in the mural. Carpinteria Beautiful will pay for
any resulting expenses.

Respectfrrlly Submitred,

Foster Markolf
Chairperson, Murals Committee,
Carpinteria Beautiful
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Attachment D
Architectural Elevations
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